(1.1) V(x,y,z) E H3, (xy)z=x(yz) (associativity); (1.2) Vx E H, Hx=xH=H (reproducibility).
Given a hypegroup H, we say that a pair (x,y j ~ H~ is proper, if the hyperproduct x'y is not a singleton. Moreover an element x E H is said to be a left scalar (respect. right scalar), if (x,y) (respect. ( y.x)) is not a proper pair. An element is called scalar if it is at the same time left scalar and right scalar.
In [3] , [4] , [5] , Freni, Gutan C., Gutan M. and Sureau Y. have determined all the hypergroups which have at the most three proper pairs.
In the present paper the authors succeed in finding all the hypergroups with exactly four proper pairs and without right scalars. The corresponding left case can be c.btained for symmetry. ( We remember that if the set of scalars is non-empty, then the set of left scalars is equal to the set of right scalars (see [3] ). This case is handled in other papers from the same authors ).
Obviously we have that 3 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS. -
In this section, H will denote a hypergroup (finite or infinite). Every element a E S defines a map â:H~H such that ~ x ~ H, â(x) = a.x. This map is clearly surjective, in consequence of reproducibility. (ii) Let (3,) We will study separately the eight possible types. As regards the types (3~), {33~, (3~), one does not obtain any hypergroup. For everyone of the types (3,) (bba)
,ve obtain N -a = {a} and so
We can suppose c E N and thus cb = be = b.
(bbc) we obtain N. c = N and so (ccb) we obtain P b = {b} and so b ~ P and then P = {c,d} and cd = dc = c. (ccd)
we obtain P d=PandsoQcP. (ddc)
we obtain Q c = {c} and so c ~ Q that implies Q = {d}, absurd.
Then there don't exist hypergroups .
CASE (4~).
In this case the (abd) and (dab) give bd = b , J da = a., P ç; M, Q ç; M . Now we can prove the following :
ceN.
3. db = b , J ad=a, J P = Q = {c~d} , cb = be == b , ca=ac=a, cc=c.
4.
If aa=a then M = N = H and bb=b .
.
If aa = b then bb = a and M = N = {c,d}. (a,b,c,d): (a,c)(b,d); (a,d,c,b) give tables of the same kind of (-~5).
Let (x,y) ~ P(H) such .9) We have so another hypergroup.
CASE (6.5).
We can start from this table. (daa) gives N=Na whence N = {a,b,d}. (dbb) gives Pb = P whence P = {a,b,d}. Ultimately, the case S ~ =2, has given rise to eight hypergroups.
At last, we study the case (iii) S ~ =1 ; S = ~a?. By (2.6), a is a left scalar identity.
There are, unless isomorphisms, the following seven cases selected so that every type contains the proper pair (b,a) and listed in lexicographical ordering: {a,b}.;N.
We prove that :
1.
Ifr=c then N=P=H and s = d.
2.
Ifr=d then N=P=={a,b} and s=c.
Proof. Then the case (6~) has given rise to two hypergroups. 
